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Lift these ashes
into your mouth, your blood;
to know what you devour
is to consecrate it,
almost. All bread must be broken
so it can be shared. Together
we eat this earth.
—Margaret Atwood, All Bread is Made of Wood (1978)
ABSTRACT
Heritage sites can be interpreted in new ways thanks to collaborations between artists, archaeologists and historians.
Exploring a recent project around the production of food in north County Dublin, artists Fiona Hallinan and Sabina
MacMahon worked with Christine Baker (Fingal County Council’s Community Archaeologist) and Dr Meriel
McClatchie (UCD School of Archaeology) to devise speculative explication around the use of carbonised grains and
seeds excavated at Swords Castle. McClatchie has analysed environmental samples from the excavation, which reveal
the presence of a large granary, indicating the storage and possible distribution of grain from Swords in the medieval
period. Using this research as a starting point, Hallinan and MacMahon devised conceptual works, drawing on the
often-speculative nature of archaeological interpretation, to suggest alternative histories and methods of engaging with
our heritage.

INTRODUCTION

FOOD AS ART

This article describes the art project All Bread is Made
of Wood and its collaboration with Fingal County
Council’s ‘Swords Castle: Digging History’ community
excavation project. As part of the project’s annual
Environmental Day, Caroline Cowley, the Council’s
Public Art Co-ordinator, commissioned All Bread is
Made of Wood: This Dirt, which was curated by Anne
Mullee. Artists Fiona Hallinan and Sabina MacMahon
were invited by Mullee to contemplate bread and its
elements as a vehicle for the transference of knowledge
and memory as embodied in its production. All Bread
is Made of Wood: This Dirt was developed through a
combination of research, speculation, making and
analysis of archaeological material collected at Swords
Castle. The group collaborated with Fingal County
Council’s Community Archaeologist, Christine Baker,
and with Dr Meriel McClatchie (UCD School of
Archaeology) to present the project’s first public
iteration, which took place on 29 August 2017.

Drawing on principles of socially engaged art practice
(Bishop 2012), the project seeks to investigate the
cultural, social and ceremonial significance of food and
food production in north County Dublin, looking at
both the medieval and the contemporary. The core
aims of the project are to provide space for the artists
to engage with the broader concept, to develop working
relationships with the community of the area, including
older residents and an African women’s group, and to
devise temporary, site-specific artworks drawing on the
diverse body of research that emerges. Food has been
co-opted into art practice for centuries, from appearing
as the subject-matter of seventeenth-century Dutch
Golden Age painters to the work of contemporary
research-based projects, including ‘the food thing’1 and
the experimental culinary creations of the Domestic
Godless.2
In All Bread is Made of Wood, ‘bread’ acts as a
catalyst for personal cultural perspectives in an Ireland
that is cleaving to a romanticised idealised past while
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in metamorphosis, becoming complex, richer and
trickier to navigate. Bread is viewed as the constant, an
anchor to moor us in times of turmoil. In working with
Ireland’s transfigured population, bread becomes a
metaphor and vehicle for the advocacy of a range of
interpretive practices, especially those that can enhance
and communicate meanings to the wider community.
This principle is set out in the International Council on
Monuments and Sites International Charter for the
Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS 1964), to assist in safeguarding the tangible
and intangible values of heritage sites.
The ICOMOS charter also encourages
communities to interpret sites from their own
individual cultural perspectives. The grains discovered
at Swords Castle, and their historical production and
possible use, resonate with how food is central to the
Nigerian women of the Nwannediuto3 networking
group, who have also participated in All Bread is Made
of Wood, taking part in a non-public recipe salon at
Newbridge House in August 2017. The bread we speak
of is similarly the Nigerian akara (fritter) or moin moin
(bean pudding), where the bean is an essential basic
foodstuff. Beans and peas were also discovered in
abundance at Swords Castle, providing a link between
a different cultural heritage and our shared present.

Fingal Arts Office has always been cognisant of
the value of its local tangible and intangible heritage,
and the role that public art can play in providing the
opportunity to deeply connect people with place.
Contemporary art theorist Lucy Lippard reflects in her
book Undermining that ‘archaeology is time read
backwards’ (Lippard 2014). In this view, then, the layers
of This Dirt are metaphorical towns turned upside
down. The archaeological work or ‘mining’ at Swords
Castle continues to derive new meaning from its
almost 1,200-year history.
These excavations are expertly led by Fingal
County Council’s Community Archaeologist,
supported by specialist expertise, including
collaboration with UCD’s School of Archaeology, and
energised by a host of voluntary local participants,
many experiencing their first archaeological
excavation. In the context of All Bread is Made of Wood,
the multiple interpretative propositions made by the
project allow the emergence of a sense of the castle’s
long existence, of journeys taken, food prepared and
meals shared. Each layer of archaeology that is revealed
represents a new body of knowledge about the site, its
use and its transformations.

ON IRISH FOOD HISTORY
SWORDS CASTLE: INTERPRETING A HERITAGE
SITE THROUGH PUBLIC ART
Swords Castle is not a castle in the accepted sense but
rather a medieval episcopal residence. It is attributed
to the first Anglo-Norman archbishop of Dublin, John
Comyn (c. 1150–1212), and was founded in the late
twelfth century as the administrative centre of an
extremely wealthy manor. Here lands were granted,
weights and measures were inspected, rents collected
and petitions from tenants and traders heard. By the
sixteenth century it was a ruin, albeit one that then
housed 40 Protestant families fleeing persecution in the
Low Countries. It was purchased in 1830 by the Cobbe
family of Newbridge House, Donabate, who grew a
number of apple and soft fruit varieties there for some
years (Baker 2017). Excavations carried out during the
community archaeology and research excavation
project Swords Castle: Digging History (2015–17)
revealed the history of the castle as the important site
of a granary storing barley, bread wheat and oats,
possibly grown in north County Dublin. These grains
likely provided the medieval inhabitants with
porridges, stews and breads.

While Ireland is not generally noted for its cuisine,
elements of food production in Ireland are associated
with the country’s characterisation as an agricultural
economy. Food forms part of a nation’s intangible
cultural heritage, which can include practices or
activities such as the construction of musical
instruments, pilgrimage routes or the protection of
national cuisines and foodstuffs (UNESCO 2003). This
notion of the ‘intangible’ is salient to All Bread is Made
of Wood, as both an abstract notion and its relationship
to the ephemeral artefacts of social history.
Prior to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
certainty around Irish food history is scant. Records of
handwritten and printed cookery books and ‘recipts’,
or recipes, illustrate the food culture of the landed
gentry, documentation that allows us glimpses of the
diet of the élite but not that of the ordinary person.
Cookery books grew from an informal tradition of
gathering and exchanging recipes, a practice that grew
in popularity from the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries (Shanahan 2015), where ideas for food
preparation were collected by gentlewomen to be
shared with contemporaries or added to a family
culinary archive.
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Fig. 18.1—Meriel McClatchie shows visitors some of the seeds and grains at the Environmental Archaeology Day
at Swords Castle (© Anne Mullee, 2017).
Shanahan notes that this material evidence of
cooking and foodstuffs reflects the diet of the wealthy
rather than that of the ‘ordinary’ impoverished Irish
populace, which was likely supplemented by foraging
and gathering in addition to subsistence farming
(Clarkson and Crawford 2001). It is fair to infer, then,
that the nuanced diet of the non-gentry may not be
adequately reflected by this source material. In order
to collate an accurate picture of what the average diet
of the ordinary Irish person was like prior to the
routine gathering of social histories, we turn to what
archaeology can tell us.
In referring to Dr Meriel McClatchie’s analysis of
grains and seeds found at Swords Castle (Fig. 18.1),
Fiona Hallinan and Sabina MacMahon have devised
works that employ speculation and unconventional
interpretation. Collaboration between artists and
archaeologists at heritage sites, including Swords
Castle, has huge potential for illuminating and
presenting the full range of interpretive possibilities
from culturally diverse demographics and from local
perspectives.
This approach is already under way as part of the

NEARCH Programme (New Scenarios for Community
Involved Archaeology 2013–18)4 in the Netherlands.
In 2017, 35 artists were invited to participate in an
exhibition held at three venues in Maastricht. The
Materiality of the Invisible acknowledged that both
artists and archaeologists not only share a passion for
probing what lies beneath the surface but also
endeavour to reveal things that were formally
disregarded but yet have the potential to change our
views of our past, present and future against the
backdrop of rapid change and shifting cultural
positions. During Dr McClatchie’s demonstration and
insights at Swords Castle at the Environmental Day,
participants and public were able to marvel at the
minutiae of these ancient grains, the accident of their
preservation and the uses they may have had. It was
this latter question that informed the work imagined
and created by artist Fiona Hallinan, who used
reference images of the grains and seeds to make nail
transfers and composed a meal made from the grains,
seeds and foraged foods that could have been familiar
to the castle’s medieval inhabitants.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR PLANTS
AT SWORDS CASTLE
As previously noted, during the medieval period
Swords Castle was a manorial centre that controlled
significant agricultural production in the region
(Murphy and Potterton 2010). It was hoped that
remains of the actual plant foods associated with this
agricultural activity might be uncovered during the
excavation. It often comes as a surprise to people that
the delicate remains of plants can survive when buried
in the ground for hundreds of years. One would expect
these fragile remains to rot away, but in certain
conditions plant components can survive for hundreds
and even thousands of years. At archaeological
excavations across Ireland, ancient plant remains are
often discovered when buried deposits are closely
inspected. The study of these plant remains enables
important insights into what past communities were
eating and how local environments might have
appeared. This type of investigation is known as
‘archaeobotany’, combining expertise in both
archaeology and botany. At Swords Castle, an
archaeobotanist—Dr Meriel McClatchie, UCD School
of Archaeology—worked closely with excavation
director Christine Baker to develop a strategy for
recovery and analysis of plant remains.
Specific conditions are required to ensure longterm preservation of organic remains such as plants. In
the case of Swords Castle, the plant remains survived

because they were burnt, and in many cases then
placed into features that helped protect them, such as
storage pits and rubbish pits. Perhaps cereals, for
example, were dried over a fire before storage or were
cooked over a fire as part of a meal, and some of the
cereal grains inadvertently came into contact with the
fire. In the open flame, where there is plenty of oxygen,
the grains usually combust and turn to ash, leaving
little trace in the archaeological record (other than their
silica skeletons). In areas of the fire where there is
restricted oxygen, however, plant components can
become ‘charred’, being converted to a chemically inert
carbon. This means that the plant components do not
break down and rot away but instead remain hidden
underground until their discovery by archaeologists.
Although they change in colour, becoming blackened,
these charred plant components often retain many
elements of their shape and appearance, and they can
be identified when examined under a microscope,
revealing people’s interactions with plants in the past.
Careful excavation and laboratory analysis
enabled the discovery of thousands of charred plant
components from Swords Castle, providing scientific
evidence for the types of plants that were being used
here in the centuries before, during and after the main
period of castle occupation. Many of the deposits dated
from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, the transition
between the early medieval and medieval periods in
Ireland. The material consisted mainly of cereal
grains—predominantly bread wheat, with some oats

Fig. 18.2—Meriel McClatchie demonstrates how archaeological botanical material is collected on site at Swords
Castle (© Brian Cregan, 2017).
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and barley (Fig. 18.2). Other cultivated crops included
peas and beans. Occasional fruit and nut remains were
present, including hazelnut, bramble and sloe, as well
as other wild plants. The plant remains discovered at
Swords Castle are typical of the types of plants growing
in early medieval to medieval Ireland, particularly in
the east of the island. The quantity of material
recovered is, however, unusually large: more than
16,000 plant components have been found to date,
emphasising the important role that food played in
activities at Swords Castle.
Bread wheat was the main cereal type recovered
at Swords Castle. It is considered one of the primary
crops of medieval Ireland (Murphy and Potterton
2010), particularly in eastern and south-eastern
regions. While bread wheat was present in early
medieval Ireland, it became much more important
following the arrival of the Anglo-Normans (Monk
1986), owing in part to the introduction of new
farming techniques better suited to the demanding
requirements of bread wheat. The medieval period in
Ireland therefore witnessed not just the arrival of new
peoples but also the emergence of new food
preferences, such as bread wheat. A significant increase
in food markets and fairs, as well as the emergence of
new trade routes, further expanded the variety of foods
available to Dublin’s citizens, thereby creating new food
traditions in the city and its surroundings.
Wheat was used in the production of luxury
bread. The superior quality of wheaten flour, when
carefully processed, produces pleasant, light and finetextured bread, compared to the heavy, coarse and dark
breads of oat and barley flours (Sexton 1998). Wheat
was also consumed in the form of the other foodstuffs,
including gruels and ale. Oat and barley grains were
also found at Swords Castle, representing cereals that
could have been used in the production of broader,
flatter breads, in addition to porridge, pastes and ales,
as well as being an ingredient in stews (McClatchie
2003). While cultivated plants were certainly important
at Swords Castle, a wide variety of wild plants were also
recorded. Nowadays we may regard many of these as
‘weeds’, but in the past some may have been gathered
as leafy greens and condiments. They may not all have
been important in terms of nutrition, but in
conjunction with other foods they could have been
vital for palatability.
Gerard’s Herball (1633) described how common
sorrel, for example, provided a ‘profitable sauce in
many meats’ and was ‘pleasant to the taste’. Fat hen is
now commonly regarded as a weed but it was sold by
hawkers and eaten as a leafy vegetable in Dublin until
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the eighteenth century (Geraghty 1996). Plants may
also have been gathered for other uses, such as for
medicines and textile dyes. Excavations at Swords
Castle provide new insights, therefore, into lost food
and plant traditions, reminding us of the central role
that plants played in many aspects of people’s lives.

FIONA HALLINAN—SEED CARRIERS
Seed Carriers [food truck menu]
Oat bread, sloe and apple jelly, crème fraiche,
blackberry
Barley porridge with fat hen, sorrel, broadbean
gremolata, hazelnut
Lemon barley water
This pair of works responded to the activity of the
community archaeological dig at Swords Castle,
providing alternative entry points for a public audience
to the findings and research of the archaeology team.
In devising this work, Hallinan was drawn to images
from the Digital seed atlas of the Netherlands (Cappers
et al. 2006), to which she was introduced by Dr Meriel
McClatchie, and its macroscopic illustrations of plant
remains, including specific examples of grains and
seeds found at Swords Castle. She became interested in
the inter-relationship between people and these
remains. Seeds managed to survive through multiple
generations of humans, to be discovered and
categorised by us, and drawn upon to build an image
of the societies of a different time. Hallinan speculated
about the agency of the seeds and their use of humans
as a means of transporting the information they held
through time and space. This led her to develop the
pair of works Seed Carriers. In this project, plant
macro-remains such as seeds previously found in
archaeological deposits at Swords Castle were made
visible in two ways: in one instance, figuratively, as
illustrations on nail transfers applied to the nails of
participants, and in another, constitutively, as
ingredients used in the menu of an on-site food truck
(Fig. 18.3).
Both of these means of display were conceived of
as gestures of hospitality on the Environmental Day of
the archaeological dig at Swords Castle. Applying nail
transfers depicting images of the seeds to the hands of
the volunteer participants was a way of making visible
the results of the archaeological activity, celebrating the
social aspect of the day out and underlining its
participatory nature by ornamenting the hands that
have been involved (Fig. 18.4). The food truck, serving
a menu that included ingredients found during the
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Fig. 18.3—Fiona Hallinan’s Seed Carriers food truck at Swords Castle on 29 August 2017 (© Brian Cregan, 2017).

Fig. 18.4—Fiona Hallinan’s Seed Carriers. Transfer images of seeds and grains are placed on the fingernails of the
community archaeologists and visitors (© Brian Cregan, 2017).
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excavations on the site, acted both as an embodied
point of engagement with knowledge gained from the
archaeological digs and as a means to nourish the
participants involved.

SABINA MACMAHON—ANTI-ANTI-PASTA
MacMahon’s contribution to All Bread is Made of
Wood: This Dirt took the form of a day-long pop-up
museum-style exhibition in the Archbishop’s Chapel at
Swords Castle on 29 August 2017. Entitled Anti-antipasta, the exhibition marked the culmination of an
extensive research project exploring the fascinating life
of a little-known Italian Futurist artist named
Ermenegildo Cervi (1879–1966). Born in Naples,
Ermenegildo Cervi relocated to north County Dublin
in 1930, following a disagreement with his Futurist
contemporaries over the social and artistic movement’s
call for a widespread ban on pasta in Filipino
Marinetti’s (1930) Il Manifesto della Cucina Futurista
(‘The Manifesto of Futurist Cooking’). Futurism
celebrated speed, light, technology—everything that
was modern and dynamic—but in this widely
publicised manifesto on food its leaders declared that
pastasciutta (dried pasta) induced pessimism, nostalgia
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and lethargy in ardent mangiamaccheroni (pastaeaters) and denounced the consumption of this
long-standing, versatile and nutritious staple of the
Italian diet. Horrified at this denigration of his national
dish, Cervi decided to distance himself from the
Futurists and join family members who had previously
emigrated to Ireland, where they established what
would become the country’s first traditional Italian
chip shop. They assured him of their adopted
homeland’s fondness for complex carbohydrates, and
so he planned to attempt to establish a new community
of pasta-eaters in Dublin to ensure the foodstuff ’s
endurance. Upon his arrival in Ireland, Cervi was
impressed by Irish people’s strong connection to a
shared past through their cultural heritage, and he set
about researching the possibility of adopting a uniquely
‘Irish’ way of cooking pasta in order to encourage the
natives to adopt it as an everyday staple alongside bread
and potatoes. Somewhat bizarrely, he decided that the
Bronze Age fulacht fiadh presented the most suitable
means of achieving his goal, and to this end he held
several public pasta cook-outs between 1932 and the
beginning of the Emergency at a cooking pit that he
constructed in his back garden. Little documentation
of these events survives, but it has been noted that he
presided over proceedings in full Celtic Revival dress.5

Fig. 18.5—Sabina MacMahon’s Anti-anti-pasta exhibition in the Archbishop’s Chapel (© Brian Cregan, 2017).
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Fig. 18.6 —‘Ermenegildo Cervi’, Sabina MacMahon’s Anti-anti-pasta exhibition in the Archbishop’s Chapel (©
Brian Cregan, 2017).
While his endeavour to promote pasta as a ready
alternative to the potato in the twilight years of the Free
State ultimately failed, he produced numerous
innovative new pasta forms influenced by both his
Futurist leanings and membership of what was then the
largest ‘foreign’ community in Ireland—the Italians,
who in the 1930s numbered over 1,000. He continued
to paint in an idiosyncratic Futurist style until his death
in 1966, but dedicated most of his time to making
abstract sculptures from a specially formulated bread
dough similar to that used in traditional Neapolitan
pizzas.
MacMahon’s research into Cervi’s life and work
resulted in an exhibition consisting of five roll-up
banners acting as portable information panels and a
small collection of personal artefacts from Cervi’s
estate, accompanied by object labels. Shown in a vitrine
and on a plinth-like display table, the artefacts
consisted of photographs of Cervi on holiday in Italy,
a dough-scraper, a pasta-strainer, three wooden
rolling-pins and a metal cooking pot used to make his
special macaroni tomato sauce. In look and feel the
display was similar to other information-heavy
temporary exhibitions of the kind frequently
encountered in libraries, regional museums, heritage

centres and other civic spaces (Fig. 18.5).
But one thing separated the material—both
textual and physical—included in Anti-anti-pasta from
its earnestly informative brethren: its subject was
entirely fictional. Ermenegildo Cervi has never existed
outside of the imaginary biography created for him
from an amalgamation of real (true?) histories of the
lives of members of the Futurist movement and that of
MacMahon’s partner’s maternal great-grandfather,
Giuseppe Cervi; the discovery of the archaeological
remains of wheat and other grains at Swords Castle; the
various and ongoing waves of migration to north
County Dublin; the cultural significance of food; and
the interest in blurring the already vague line that exists
between fact and fiction which has informed the artist’s
art practice for the past decade. The photographs of
Ermenegildo are those of an unknown Italian stranger
(Fig. 18.6), bought online along with his pasta-making
equipment. His cooking pot, long retired from daily
use, was borrowed for the day of the exhibition from
her grandmother’s garage. McMahon’s art practice is
largely research-based and concerned with a
multidisciplinary investigation of credibility,
plausibility and parafiction, as defined by Carrie
Lambert-Beatty (2009) in relation to art critic and
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theorist Rosalind Krauss’s (1980) applications of the
associated term ‘paraliterary’. In contrast to the
imagined fact-based world of fiction, the parafictional
allows for real and/or imaginary people, places and
things to intersect with the work as it is lived. In
parafiction the truth-likeness or quality of realism in
something, combined with the manner in which it is
presented to the viewer, the completeness of its stylistic
mimicry, can lead to its acceptance as true or real
because of the likeness of the proposition to the truth
and its exploitation of the pragmatics of trust.
The artefacts, texts and primary sources presented
in the simulated museum and fine art exhibition
environments she creates, as well as the speculative
narratives and histories they reveal, are simultaneously
real, not real and not not-real. They can be interpreted
as a species of ‘fictive’ art, whereby a fiction is presented
as fact and subsequently attains a truth status for some
people some of the time. Viewers can take the work at
face value or, finding subtle inconsistencies or
improbabilities contained within it, begin to question
its factualness and, by extension, the factualness of the
historical record at large—essentially learning
something true through untruthful means.
Archaeological finds that provide physical
evidence of our material culture—the minute burnt
remains of seeds and grains at Swords Castle as much
as the Pyramids or Stonehenge—are ripe for
interpretation, not only by archaeologists, scientists
and historians but also by creative practitioners, artists
and writers. Like all objects, archaeological remains,
big and small, are generous, accommodating the
multiple meanings, histories and biographies that we
project onto them. Why should a medieval grain of
wheat in north County Dublin and the tradition of
food production to which it belonged not form part of
the story of an idealistic Italian immigrant to midtwentieth-century Ireland who easily could have
existed? Why should it be restricted only to always
telling the truth when there is much to be learned from
telling stories instead?

CONCLUSION
The challenge of interpreting historical sites—and,
indeed, archaeological findings—asks how we can
allow for a range of diverse perspectives. All Bread is
Made of Wood’s work with Fingal’s Community
Archaeology project and UCD School of Archaeology
and the inviting of artists to become part of speculative
discourse permit us to engender valuable multiple
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viewpoints. By sharing ideas about and making food,
we become complicit in deeply embedded gifting
practices that exist to create social cohesion and
acceptance (Hastorf 2016), while strengthening bonds
of community. Current approaches to readings of
intangible cultural heritage invigorate discursive
enquiry, exploring the potential of alternative,
historical hypotheses which may have their origins in
local stories or traditions. So it is not without
plausibility that Sabina MacMahon’s exhibition Antianti-pasta offers us a real account of the invention of
pasta in north County Dublin, while there is potential
for the food presented by Fiona Hallinan in Seed
Carriers to catapult us into the past with flavours very
much enjoyed in our present. Through these
interventions, we can remove ourselves from engrained
notions of history while manifesting possible divergent
paradigms.
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NOTES
1

‘The food thing’ is an ongoing, open-ended,
collaborative project that emerged from GradCAM,
the Graduate School of Creative Arts and Media,
Dublin. The project centres on the production,
preparation, consumption, exchange and discussion of
foodstuffs, and, critically, the politics and economic
conditions which determine and are determined by
food production (Doyle 2013).

2

The Domestic Godless was founded by artists Stephen
Brandes and Mick O’Shea (later to be joined by Irene
Murphy) under the Cork Artists’ Collective banner at
the exhibition Artists/Groups at the Project Arts
Centre, Dublin, in 2003. Since then the project has
explored the potential of food (its taste, its
presentation, its history and its cultural values) as a
vehicle for irreverent artistic endeavour and
experimentation. Through recipes, installations and
public presentations, it employs food as both a concept
and a medium through which to convey humour,
empathy and other qualities that distinguish art from
purely craft (www.thedomesticgodless.com).
3
Nwannediuto is an African women’s group founded
in 2004 by Lauretta Igbosonu in order to provide
community and support and promote development
and integration in Fingal. All Bread is Made of Wood is
collaborating with Nwannediuto, exploring intimate
histories of food and hospitality.
4
Over the last 25 years, archaeology and cultural
heritage management have undergone significant
scientific and professional developments. Conducted
by the French National Institute for Preventive
Archaeological Research, the NEARCH project,
supported by the European Commission for five years
(2013–2018) in the framework of the Culture
programme, is a European-wide cooperation network
of sixteen partners from ten countries willing to
explore these changes and their consequences.
NEARCH aims to explore the various dimensions of
public participation in contemporary archaeology and
bring to the field, which is strongly influenced by
economic and social developments in society, new
ways of working and collaborating (www.nearch.eu).
5
Celtic Revival dress was a contrived Irish national
costume devised in the late nineteenth/early twentieth
century. It was intended to be a visual symbol of Irish
renaissance, one that would help in the effort to
counter British influences and establish a strong
cultural identity. Celtic Revival clothing was worn by
both men and women as a signifier of cultural and
political sympathies (Ward 2017). It often featured
symbols drawn from Ireland’s medieval ecclesiastical
past, such as the Celtic cross.

